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Island Foundation offers funding to educational and
environmental programs and it has regularly supported “... city-based
programs which encourage an active and responsible citizenry.” This citywide
fourth grade program of New Bedford Public School System brings youngsters
to the historic waterfront and involves them in activities and discussions
addressing the past, present, and future of New Bedford Harbor,
environmental and stewardship issues, and the impact of immigration,
economic trends, and changing technologies.
Massachusetts Department of Education (DOE) support
for “Working on the Water” is focused on the implementation of concepts
and approaches found in the DOE Science and Technology Curriculum
Frameworks for fourth grade level students. Program development has taken
place in collaboration with the New Bedford Leadership Team of the
Partnership for the Advancement of Learning Math and Science (PALMS)
which is supported by the National Science Foundation (NSF).
Massachusetts Schooner ERNESTINA Commission
is charged with the responsibility to preserve, restore, and operate the
historic Schooner Ernestina ex Effie M. Morrissey and to establish
educational, cultural, and experiential programs in a context that celebrates
human diversity, creativity, value, and dignity. The Schooner provides
dockside and underway educational programs to communities and school
systems along the coastline, from Cape Ann to Narragansett Bay.
The Old Dartmouth Historical Society welcomes groups to
explore the 19th century world of whaling. The New Bedford Whaling
Museum was founded in 1907 to tell the story of American whaling as well
as the social and cultural history of the original Old Dartmouth area that
now consists of New Bedford, Westport, Dartmouth, Fairhaven and Acushnet.
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AUDIENCE:
4th Grade New Bedford Public School Students

FOCUS:
A collaborative program focusing on two vessels (the whaling bark and the fishing
schooner) which compares their work, their technology, and the social history of their eras.
Activities were planned with regard to the Massachusetts Department of Education (DOE)
Curriculum Frameworks for Mathematics and Science and Technology.

ASSUMPTIONS:
Science involves the discovery of fundamental relationships that help explain the natural
world...fundamental questions include, “What do I observe?” “What is its nature?” and “What
if?”
n

Technology...created tools that expand our capacities and help us solve problems. It extends
human potential for controlling the natural and human-made environment. The domain of
technology asks fundamental questions such as “How does this work?” “How can this be done?”
and “How can this be done better?”
n

...most science advances can be traced to improvements in technology. Similarly, technical
advances often occur when scientific understandings have been applied to a particular
problem.
n

...science and technology are not abstract subject areas but integral parts
of our daily lives, and they have significant impact on human life and the life of the planet.
Questions like, “What are the implications of this?” “Who benefits and who (or what) suffers?”
and “What should [people] do about this?” set science and technology in the context of
human affairs.
n
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A Brief History
OF TWO SHIPS: THE LAGODA
& THE ERNESTINA

JUST

LAGODA

AS PEOPLE HAVE MANY CHAPTERS IN THEIR LIVES,
SHIPS HAVE MANY STORIES, AS WELL.

The name Lagoda was the result of a mistake. The intention was to name

her after the Lake Ladoga in Russia, but the interchanged consonants were
never corrected. It is a sailors’ superstition that any change in spelling or name
will bring bad luck.
Built in 1826, the Lagoda spent her first fifteen years in the merchant
service. Much of her trade was transporting cargo between the port of Boston
and ports along the California coast. The Lagoda is mentioned several times in
Two Years Before the Mast written in 1840, by Richard Henry Dana, Jr.
In 1841, the Lagoda was purchased by Jonathan Bourne, Jr., of New
Bedford. He had her converted from a merchant ship to a whaler by adding the
tryworks, special whaling gear and five whaleboats. Over the years, the Lagoda
became Mr. Bourne’s favorite ship. In the twelve whaling voyages she made
while under his management almost all were very successful.
Realizing that the great days of whaling were over, Jonathan Bourne sold
the Lagoda in 1886. Under new ownership, she continued to go whaling until
1890. After being much damaged by a storm, the Lagoda was found unfit for
further service at sea. Used as a coal hulk for nine years, the Lagoda burned
and was destroyed in 1899.
Today you can visit a replica of the Lagoda, the largest ship model in the
world, at the New Bedford Whaling Museum. Emily Bourne, as a memorial to
her father Jonathan Bourne, Jr., gave the half-scale model of the Lagoda, and
the building that houses it to the Museum in 1916. z

ERNESTINA

On February 5, 1894, a single line of type in a corner of the Gloucester

Daily Times recorded the addition of a schooner to the Massachusetts fishing
fleet: “The new schooner...has been named Effie M. Morrissey.” This marked the
commonplace birth of a schooner that would become famous not only as a
banks fisherman, but also as one of the great expedition vessels of Arctic
exploration, as a venerable trans-Atlantic immigration packet, a symbol of Cape
Verdean-American history and heritage, and as an active educational and
cultural resource serving the New England region. From 1894 to 1924 Effie M.
Morrissey was active in Gloucester, MA and Digby, Nova Scotia fishing.
continued
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In 1924 Captain Robert Bartlett bought the Effie M. Morrissey. Bartlett was an
experienced captain and ice navigator who had skippered Admiral Peary’s ship, the
Roosevelt, on the famous expeditions in quest of the North Pole. In 1926, “Captain
Bob” Bartlett persuaded George Palmer Putnam, a well known publisher, to fund an
exploratory trip to Greenland. This was the beginning of the Effie M. Morrissey’s
twenty year career as an Arctic exploration vessel. The Effie M. Morrissey voyaged
north with George Putnam and his son David. The voyage inspired David Putnam’s
David Goes to Greenland (1926), first in a series of popular children’s books telling of
David’s adventures on board the Effie M. Morrissey. Captain Bartlett died in 1946.
After purchasing the Effie M. Morrissey, Henrique Mendes, a veteran captain,
placed her in the Cape Verdean packet trade and in honor of his daughter, changed
her name to Ernestina. Between 1948 and 1959 the Ernestina made regular trips
across the Atlantic between the Cape Verde Islands and Providence, Rhode Island.
The ship carried cargo and passengers back and forth across the Atlantic. As a result
of an agreement between Captain Mendes and cranberry growers, many immigrants
came to America to work in the cranberry bogs.
After the inauguration of steamship service to the Cape Verde Islands, there was
less call for the Ernestina to make trans-Atlantic passages. The newly formed
Republic of Cape Verde government decided to rebuild the ship and give her to the
United States as a symbol of the ties of friendship uniting the two countries. In
August of 1982, the Ernestina, her hull completely rebuilt, sailed to the United
States with a crew of Cape Verdeans and Americans. In 1986 the Ernestina was
granted designation as a National Historic Landmark. z
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Whaling
IN NEW BEDFORD

During the early years of New
Bedford whaling, it was not necessary to
go far out to sea to hunt whales. Men
in small sailing vessels pursued
migrating whales; the captured whale
was towed back to shore and processed
on land. When the number of whales near
shore began to decline, it was necessary to build ships to
travel farther out to sea. As the market for whale products
increased, whalemen undertook longer journeys. As ships began to explore the
southern Atlantic and beyond, they laid the groundwork for the growth and
wealth of the whaling industry. When New Bedford was incorporated in 1847,
the Latin motto, “Lucem Diffundo” meaning “I spread the light,” was adopted
to reflect the home of the world-wandering whalemen and the industry that
made the city so prosperous.
As whaling activity increased, allied trades emerged. Among those who
supported and contributed to the growth and wealth of New Bedford were ship
and whaleboat builders, blacksmiths, caulkers, coopers, riggers, rope makers,
sailmakers as well as candlemakers, oil refiners, bakers, chandlers, merchants
and bankers. The industry provided employment not just for those who went
to sea, but also for those involved in the diversity of land-based supporting
trades.
The preparation for a voyage required the complete outfitting of the ship.
The managing owner or agent of a whaleship was responsible for overseeing
this job. He had a checklist of goods covering every anticipated need. Ishmael
in Moby Dick, chapter 20, comments on the need for “three-years’
housekeeping upon the wide ocean, far from all grocers, coster-mongers,
doctors, bakers and bankers ...For besides the great length of the whaling
voyage, the numerous articles peculiar to the prosecution of the fishery, and
the impossibility of replacing them at the remote harbors usually frequented, it
must be remembered, that of all ships, whaling vessels are the most exposed to
accidents of all kinds and especially to the destruction and loss of the very
things upon which the success of the voyage most depends. Hence, the spare
boats, spare boats, spare spars, and spare lines and harpoons, and spare
everything, almost, but a spare Captain and duplicate ship.”
continued
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The agent was also responsible for providing the officers and crew.
Whalemen did not receive wages. Instead, they were paid an agreed-upon
share of the profits of the voyage, known as a “lay.” If the voyage turned out
to be a financial failure, the lay system protected the owners from having to
pay the crew. The captain, mates and harpooners usually received lays ranging
from 1/8 to 1/100. Experienced seaman received from 1/100 to 1/160.
Inexperienced greenhands and boys might receive between 1/160 to 1/200 and
lays as low as 1/250 to 1/350 were not unknown.
Before setting sail, crew members needed to purchase the supplies and
clothing they would need for the voyage. A typical list of goods would include
one or two jackets, an oil suit, an assortment of heavy and light trousers,
shirts, underwear, shoes and socks. A sea chest containing needles, extra
buttons, a tin spoon and tin plate, a knife and belt, soap, blankets, a bedtick
[a light mattress] and a pillow filled with hay would complete the seaman’s
supply. Since most of the men shipping out on a whaler did not have the
money to pay for these supplies, the cost would be covered by the ship’s agent
and subtracted with interest from the lay at the end of the
voyage.
The life of a whaleman was a difficult one, involving
danger, hardship, and often loneliness. Yet many seaman
came from all parts of the country, enticed by thoughts of
the excitement and rewards of life at sea. Pamphlets
extolling the adventures of whaling lured many young
men, who all too often discovered that life aboard a
whaler was not what they expected.
The discovery of petroleum in 1859 contributed to
the decline of the whaling industry. Kerosene distilled from petroleum - provided an inexpensive
fuel that burned efficiently in lamps. By this time
natural gas was also being used as an illuminant.
In 1879, when Thomas Alva Edison created the
first commercially practical incandescent lamp,
whale oil was used primarily as a lubricant and
no longer for lighting.
Although the whaling story is only one
segment of New Bedford’s proud past, it is still
part of its identity. The damp ocean climate
helped the city move on to become a major
cotton textile producer. The city is now one
of the nation’s leading fishing ports. The sea will
always play an important role in the life of the people of New
Bedford. z
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Whaling
THE CAPTURE AND
PROCESSING OF WHALES

I. CAPTURING THE WHALE
1. The whale was sighted by a whaleman stationed at the masthead.
2. Whaleboats with six men each were lowered from the ship to pursue the whale. When
the whale was reached a harpooner darted his weapon forcefully into the whale. Usually the
whale dove deep taking out many feet of line attached to the harpoon.
3. On surfacing to breathe, the whale would then swim rapidly on the surface, pulling the
whaleboat behind, this was called a “Nantucket Sleigh-Ride.” Eventually he tired and when the
boat crew pulled in close, there was an opportunity to kill the whale with a lance.

II. CUTTING IN
1. When brought to the ship, the whale was made fast on the starboard side [right side]
under a plank platform called the cutting-in stage on which men stood to work with cutting
spades. With these sharp instruments the whale’s blubber, a blanket of fat several inches thick,
was separated from the body and brought aboard very much as one would peel an orange.
2. Once aboard, the blubber was cut into smaller sections called “horse pieces” and again
into smaller pieces called “Bible leaves” because they were sliced nearly through in many
places and resembled the leaves of a book.

III. PROCESSING

[TRYING OUT]

1. Aboard the ship were two iron pots set in brick-work with a place for fire underneath.
These tryworks received the “Bible leaves” and through the heat the fat was soon turned into
oil which was then cooled and placed in casks.
2. When brought ashore, the oil was strained and bleached in preparation for the market
where it was used mostly in oil lamps.
3. From sperm whales, in addition to blubber, a large quantity of oil was taken from the
head. This had much wax in it which was separated from the oil and made into candles.

continued
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4. Primarily from bowhead and right whales came baleen, another valuable
product which was known as “whalebone.” It was used for purposes requiring
strength and flexibility, such as umbrella ribs, buggy whips, corset stays, and
fishing rods.

THOUGHT QUESTION
“It is the harpooner that makes the voyage.” - Moby-Dick.
What do you think that statement means? Do you agree? Disagree?
Explain.
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Fishing
ON SCHOONER ERNESTINA
EX, EFFIE M. MORRISSEY

When she was built and launched in Essex, Massachusetts, over 105 years
ago, Schooner Ernestina was called by another name, Effie M. Morrissey. Here is a
brief history of the Effie M. Morrissey as a fishing schooner. It tells of the work
she did and the people who used her as a tool to make their living. Throughout
this history you may find technical terms, nautical jargon and geographical
place names you are not familiar with. Please refer to the pages that follow for
“missing information” and as you learn about the historical background of the
schooner you can likewise prepare yourself and your students regarding her
technological past.
z

z

z

The Effie M. Morrissey was built in Essex, Massachusetts, during the winter
of 1893-94 and was launched on February 1, 1894. The Tug Startle towed her
around Cape Ann to Gloucester to fit for sea. She was built for the John F.
Wonson Co. and Captain William E. Morrissey and named for Capt. Morrissey’s 12year-old daughter, Effie. Compared to other fishing schooners in the Gloucester
fleet, she was medium-sized and was patterned after the model of the Schooner
Mable D. Hines with a fine clipper bow.
The Effie M. Morrissey sailed on her maiden trip salt banking, in command
of Capt. Morrissey, March 14, 1894. She arrived back in Gloucester on July 28,
1894, with a fine fare of 250,000 pounds of salt cod. The trip was sold to the
C.W. Wonson Company. On November 8th of the same year she returned from a
second cruise on the Grand Banks with 320,000 pounds of salt cod.
The Morrissey sailed under Capt. Morrissey about a year, but in April, 1895,
the captain became ill and the vessel was taken over by his nineteen-year-old
son, Clayton. “Clayt”, as he was called, was an experienced hand, but this was
his first command and he remained skipper of the Morrissey for the rest of the
year, making two salt bank trips. At the end of the year Capt. William Morrissey
returned to the helm and took the vessel to Newfoundland and the herring
fishery. The Morrissey returned to Gloucester on January 25, 1896, with 860
barrels of herring from Placentia Bay.
In the season of 1897 and 1898, the Morrissey was a “seiner” (see vocabulary:
seine net.) During the Portland Gale (November, 1898) the Morrissey went ashore
in Smith’s Cove, Gloucester. She had broken adrift from John F. Wonson’s
continued
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wharf together with schooners Meteor, Reporter, Marguerite and Belle Franklin.
The Morrissey was floated later, with little damage. Capt. John McInnis then
took her to Newfoundland for herring, returning in January, 1899. The rest of
that year found the Morrissey in command of Capt. McInnis who had her dory
handlining.
Capt. Joshua Stanley was her next skipper and from September, 1900 to
September 1901, he stocked $30,000 with a share of $780 per man. This was a
magnificent year’s work in the haddock fishery at that time.
Capt. Stanley gave up the Morrissey in September 1901, as his new
schooner Lizzie M. Stanley was nearly ready. Capt. Henry Atwood was the next
commander of the Morrissey, still in pursuit of haddock. In 1903 she fished the
banks under Capt. William Harding.
The Effie M. Morrissey was
sold to Capt. Ansel Snow of Digby, Nova
Scotia in March, 1905. She was kept
under American registry, but sailed out
of Digby with a Canadian crew. On July
5, 1908, the Morrissey arrived at
Gloucester with 200,000 pounds of
fish from the Bay of Fundy. This was
her first visit in three years. z
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DAY-IN-THE-LIFE
WATCH, WATCH, WORK, WORK

Once the whaleship left home port for a long voyage, the
captain and officers needed to get the crew organized. On the
first day out, the whole crew was called on deck to be divided
into two work shifts. These shifts called “watches,” were headed
by the first and second mates. The officers made alternative
choices until all names on the crew list were selected. There
were seven work shifts or watches in a twenty-four hour
period, five of four hours and two of two hours. The short
watches, called “dog watches,” allowed the men to change the
order of their work shift each day. A whaleship sailed night
and day without stopping, and half the men generally
worked four hours on their watch, then slept four hours
while the other watch took over.
Starboard Watch
4 p.m. to 6 p.m.
8 p.m. to 12 midnight
4 a.m. to 8 a.m.
12 noon to 4 p.m.

=
=
=
=

Total

= 14 hours

2
4
4
4

hours
hours
hours
hours

Port Watch
6 p.m. to 8 p.m.
12 midnight to 4 a.m.
8 a.m. to 12 noon

= 2 hours
= 4 hours
= 4 hours

Total

= 10 hours

The watches on deck from 8 a.m. to noon and 12 noon to 4 p.m. were
spent scrubbing the decks and taking care of equipment: sails, line, masts,
yards, and the tools needed for whaling. Three men were always at the
mastheads as look-outs for whales, and one man was at the wheel. Meals were
taken either at the end of the watch or before the watch started. The dog
watches were for eating, recreation, relaxation and putting the ship into
condition for the night. During the morning watch, from 4 a.m. to 8 a.m.
preparations for the day were started, look-outs posted, decks cleaned,
equipment checked and breakfast eaten.

continued
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The purpose of a whaling voyage was to successfully locate and process
whales. When a look-out called “There She Blows!”, all hands from both
watches were expected to lower the whaleboats and chase the whales. The
shipkeepers, a small group of men, including the blacksmith and cooper, were
left behind to handle the ship. z

COMPILED FROM: THE AMERICAN WHALEMAN, ELMO P. HOHMAN, A.M. KELLEY PUBLISHERS, CLIFTON, N.J., 1972
WHALES, ICE AND MEN, JOHN R. BOCKSTOCE, UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON PRESS, SEATTLE&LONDON, 1986
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DAY-IN-THE-LIFE
A LETTER HOME from Will Woods, Greenhand
LETTER FROM MANUSCRIPT HELD IN THE COLLECTION OF THE OLD DARTMOUTH HISTORICAL SOCIETY WHALING
MUSEUM LIBRARY, 18 JOHNNY CAKE HILL, NEW BEDFORD, MA, 02740: WILLIAM H. WOODS PAPERS, B84 31, FOLDER 1. COPIED AS WRITTEN IN 1878 WITH NO CORRECTIONS (SPELLING, GRAMMAR, ETC.)

AT SEA MAY 26 1878

Will Mose
i have now got an oppotunity to write you a few lines to let you know
that i am alive and kicking hopeing this letter will find you the same
way i am a lucky dog to feel all right for first whale i went on came
very near fixing the whole boats crew we came as near death as i want
to go the way the old whale kicked round was a caution to us he
turned the boat bottom side up and of course we could not get out
of his way so he had us at his mercy but no one got hurt the second
mate took our line and we made out to save the whale the worst
part of it was we had nothing to eat from seven oclock till till
twelve that night and working hard all day and night to if you know when you
are well off you will stay on land but if you should ever feel like going to sea
take my advice and not come whaleing but go on a merchant ship on a coasting
there you are in port quite often but on a whaler you have to stay out at sea
seven or eight months at a time and another thing you never make any thing
the first voyage now you wait till you get to be an officer then you will not
only get money fast but- good grub while the poor fellows fore the mast get
nothing but salt junk and hard tack and i can tell you that the meat does not
always smell the best. 50 dollars would not hire you to take a bite of it at home
i have seen the hard tack crawl two feet away from the fellows that were eating
it it was so full of maggots and meat the same and i dont think you care much
about eating live food if you dont you had better stay away from whaling i was
going to run away from her in St Helena but the old man was to sharp for me
as well as the rest i intend to leave her the first chance i get i like the whaleing
part well enough but it is the confinement that i hate and a nother thing i am
going to leave her for is that the whole crew knocked off duty and all but four
of us went to work again they put us four in irons and so i know that it no use
for me to try and go whaleing any more i had a good chance to get along fast
continued
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for all the officers thought a good deal of me but being put in irons killed my
name it was very foolish in me to hang out when all the rest went to work but
i did not know it till it was to late if you ever go to sea dont be ruled by the
sailors for they are all the time growling about the officers and ship you must
not let my folks know about this how is all the folk about Medway tell Piper
the reason i did not write to him was because i have not got paper but will
write to him the first time i get a chance after getting some paper i can not
write any more this time for want of paper so must Close by sending my
respects to all from your old Chum z
Will Woods
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DAY-IN-THE-LIFE
A WORKING DAY IN 1887
FOR HAND-LINE DORY FISHERMEN
GOING FISHING:
WESLEY GEORGE PIERCE WROTE THE FOLLOWING ACCOUNT OF A WORKING DAY IN 1887 FOR
HAND-LINE DORY FISHERMEN SAILING OUT OF GLOUCESTER. HE WAS ABOARD THE SCHOONER
LADY ELGIN, A SHIP VERY SIMILAR TO ERNESTINA (EX EFFIE M. MORRISSEY). LADY
ELGIN WAS ALSO BUILT IN ESSEX AND, LIKE ERNESTINA, WAS CENTRAL TO A FAMILY BUSINESS
OPERATION: PIERCE’S FATHER WAS THE CAPTAIN OF THE ELGIN. IT IS LIKELY THE PIERCE
FAMILY AND THE MORRISEY FAMILY WERE WELL ACQUAINTED IN THE CLOSE-KNIT COMMUNITY OF GLOUCESTER FISHING FAMILIES.

FROM

ON GEORGES BANK 1887

On Monday morning, at 4 A.M., the
cook of the Elgin blew his whistle and called
out loudly: “Starboard gang turn out for
breakfast!” Our vessel carried fourteen
dories so we had seven on each side, called
the “starboard-gang” and the “port-gang.” While the
starboard-gang were eating their breakfast, the port-gang turned out, put on
their boots and oil-clothes, went on deck and hoisted out their dories [out of
the schooner, into the water]. By the time they had this work done the
starboard-gang had eaten and come on deck, and while we were hoisting out
our dories the port-gang went to breakfast. When they had eaten, they came
on deck and all fourteen men got into their dories and left the vessel. We all
rowed out in different directions and when a short distance away anchored our
dories and each man threw out his two lines and started fishing. We fished
until 9:30 A.M. when the skipper set the signal for the crew to come aboard the
vessel for dinner [lunch]. In clear weather the signal calling the dories was a
bushel basket hoisted up on the foretopping-lift, fifteen feet above deck. In
foggy weather a small cannon was sometimes fired or a large conch shell was
used as a trumpet to call in the dories.
When the first dory came alongside, the skipper took the dory-painter [a
line tied to one end of the dory] and passed the man a pitchfork; then held the
dory alongside while the man pitched his fish out of the dory and onto the
deck of the schooner, he counting the number out loud, and when all the fish
were out, the skipper put the amount down on his board, under the man’s
name, for all hand-line fisherman fish on shares. The cook held the dorypainters on the port side, and when each man had finished his count of fish,
the cook would report the amount to the skipper.
continued
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After eating a hasty dinner [lunch] we went
out again and fished until 3 P.M., when the
signal again called us aboard for supper. When
alongside we pitched our fish out on deck,
then hoisted our dories in, nesting them on
top of the cabin house where they were out
of the way, for the deck was full of fish,
sometimes 50 or 60 tubs.
We ate our supper and then started
dressing down [cleaning] our fish caught
that day. On the Elgin, we had four
dressing gangs of three men each, and
three salters in the hold. The cook had
enough to do without dressing any fish.
The three men in each gang are called
the throater, gutter, and splitter. The
throater cut off the head of the fish
and threw it overboard and opened the
fish’s belly. He then passed the fish on
to the gutter who pulled out the liver,
dropped it into a basket, then pulled
out the viscera and threw it
overboard, pushing the fish across to
the splitter. The splitter cut along the
length of the fish and opened it up flat then dropped it
into the splitting tub. When the split fish were soaked clean in the tub which
had been partly filled with salt water, they were pitched into the hold.
The salters placed the fish in the fish pens, back down, flat open, napes [necks] and tails
alternating and then covered them with a scoop full of salt. Salting a trip of fish is an
important operation and requires good judgement on the part of the salter, for on him depends
the successful completion of a good salt trip. He must know how much salt the large fish
require so that they will come out right and not be “slack” or “strong,” if he uses too little. If
too much, they will come out of the hold “dry-as-a-chip”; also, if he uses too much it is wasted
and there will not be enough to complete a full trip.
When our fish were all dressed, we washed down decks and pumped out the vessel, for the
salted fish settling in the hold had made a lot of pickle since the night before. Then all went
below in the fo’cas’le (except the one hand keeping the anchor watch) and “mugged up.” The
term “mug up” means that we take a mug and fill it with hot coffee or tea, for large pots of
coffee and tea are always kept full and hot on the range, made ready by the cook. Then we go
to the “shack-cupboard” which is kept well filled with bread, butter, milk, sugar, meat,
doughnuts, cake, and pieces of pies left over from the table, where we can get what we want to
eat. After “mug ups” we turned in, calling it a day’s work for it was then 9 P.M. and we had
been up working since 4 A.M. z
PIERCE, WESLEY GEORGE. Going Fishing INTERNATIONAL MARINE PUBLISHING COMPANY, CAMDEN, MAINE, 1989.
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Activity Sheet
A FUNCTION OF TIME
Lagoda in the 1850s

Ernestina in the 1890s

In your Home at the
present time

4:00 A.M.8:00 A.M.

8:00 A.M.12:00 P.M.

12:00 P.M.4:00 P.M.

4:00 P.M.6:00 P.M.

6:00 P.M.8:00 P.M.

8:00 P.M.12:00 A.M.

12:00 A.M.4:00 A.M.

Fill in the data collection sheet indicating crew members did during a typical day. Fill in the
information concerning your own day. Compare your day with theirs. Use different colored markers
to code work in the three schedules. For instance, color in all areas which are work in red. With
other colors, do the same thing for time spent eating, sleeping, and at leisure or play.
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Food for Thought
FROM THE GALLEY OF A WHALESHIP

By todays standards, meals aboard a whaleship were not exactly
nutritious, attractive, or varied. They were prepared for a crew of about
thirty by a cook who was often inexperienced in the galley.
When a whaler was outfitted for a voyage that might last three or
four years, it often carried live pigs, goats, and chickens kept on deck in
pens. In warm climates without refrigeration, fresh fruits and vegetables rotted
quickly in warm climates; bread turned stale, hardened and was attacked by
bugs as the trip lengthened. Butter turned rancid.
The main item in most meals was “salt horse” or “salt junk”, the
whalemen’s name for salt beef or pork. It was kept in a special cask used by the
cook to soak salted meat before cooking it. Located near the galley, the cask
earned the name “Harness Cask” because sailors, tired of bad tasting and
monotonous fare, jokingly insisted that the meat was not beef or pork, but
horse.

A TYPICAL DAYS MENU:
BREAKFAST consisted of “salt horse”, hard bread, coffee and molasses.
DINNER at noon, the lightest of the three meals served daily, also consisted of
“salt horse”, bread and coffee.

SUPPER in the evening was the same. Officers usually could expect some butter,
warm bread, tea, occasional pie of hash.
Crew members usually used molasses for sweetener as it was less expensive than
sugar.

A TYPICAL MENU FOR THE WEEK:
Meals did not vary much from week to week. On one voyage, this is what the
crew regularly received:
MONDAY
TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY
FRIDAY
SATURDAY
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The officers ate in the officers’ cabin. Ordinary crew members ate in the
fo’c’sle or on deck, using a tin plate, cup, fork, spoon and sheath knife.
Sometimes meals were served from buckets containing each food item on a firstcome, first-serve basis. Often this would lead to arguments, so one crew member
would dole out the food, making certain each man received an equal portion.
Whale meat was not regularly eaten by the whalemen. It was considered
unappetizing and tough to chew.
At the end of the meal, a crew member might chew tobacco or have a smoke,
perhaps to take away the taste of the meal. Sometimes tobacco was given as a
reward, but more often whalemen purchased it at the “slop-chest”, the ship’s
store.

A RECIPE SAMPLER:
DUFF

a dish, widely known at sea, made by boiling a quantity of flour, lard,
and yeast in equal parts of fresh and salt water until the mixture was hard.
Sometimes chopped salt pork was added. The crew looked forward to receiving
duff and molasses at least once a week.
LOBSCOUSE a stew made of chopped hard bread, chopped meat and water,
sprinkled with lots of pepper.
SEAPIES OR DOUGHBOYS a flour dumpling containing the meat and bones of
porpoise. This was probably considered a treat since freshly harpooned porpoise
would be a change from “salt horse.”
When possible, ships made port for fresh food supplies. They traded goods
for fresh fruit, vegetables, meat, and water. Lemons, limes, and oranges were
particularly important for preventing a disease called scurvy. Caused by a
prolonged salt diet and lack of fresh fruit and vegetables, containing vitamin C,
scurvy was characterized by spongy and bleeding gums, bleeding under the skin,
and extreme weakness. One vessel recorded one-half her crew dying of scurvy. z
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WHALEMENS JOURNALS AND LOGBOOKS INCLUDE SUCH
COMMENTS AS THESE:
“It was a common practice to soak the bread in hot tea or coffee in order to
scold out the worms which were then skimmed off before drinking.”
“Duff sometimes was so hard it was not only indigestible, but unchewable
and more fit to be used as shot for storming forts and towns.”
COMPILED FROM: THE WHALE HUNTERS, JOSEPH PHELAN, TIME LIFE BOOKS, NY, 1969.
THE AMERICAN WHALEMAN, ELMO P. HOHMAN, A.M. KELLEY PUBLISHERS, CLIFTON, NJ, 1972.

THOUGHT QUESTION
The food whalemen ate was far different from what the average fisherman is
served and eats aboard ship today. What might be some of the reasons for this
change? What discoveries and inventions affected some of these changes?
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Food for Thought
THE HARNESS CASK

The salt meat was put aboard in large casks.

It was so saturated with potassium
nitrate [used to pickle meat] that it was unfit to eat until it had been soaked for days in
sea water. This was done in “harness casks.” Usually two of these casks could be found
near the ship’s galley. They were made of teak or oak and bound with brass hoops. The
cask got its name from the whalemen’s story that the “old horse” it contained was cut
up, harness and all.
Old horse! Old horse! What brought you here?
From Sacarap to Portland pier
I carted stone for many a year.
I labored long and well, alack,
Til I fell down and broke my back.
They picked me up with sore abuse
And salted me down for sailors use.
The sailors they do despise,
They pick me up and damn my eyes,
They eat my flesh and gnaw my bones
And throw the rest to Davy Jones.

GORDON GRANT: SAIL HO! WILLIAM FARQUHAR PAYSON, NEW YORK, 1931.
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Typical Saltbanker Menu
Insert separate sheet

Not included with internet version
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Typical Saltbanker Menu
Insert separate sheet
(Back)
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Activity Sheet
FOOD FOR THOUGHT
ONBOARD

Lagoda in the 1850s

A SHIP

Ernestina in the 1890s

LIKE THE:

In your Home at the
present time

What food product is
eaten most frequently?

Which food
group is
most heavily represented?

Which is your
favorite food?

Which menu provides
the most variety?

Which of the items
could you prepare?
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Day of Visit
ON BOARD THE ERNESTINA

Classes arriving at Tonnessen Park will be
welcomed by the Ernestina educational staff, given a
brief explanation regarding the day’s activities and informed
about safety and appropriate behavior on board the vessel.
As students step aboard, they will be broken into smaller
groups of 8-10 in a group. Each group will proceed
through up to six teaching stations.
Station A - at the helm (the ship’s wheel) focuses on the Captain as navigator and businessman. Physical
factors of ocean, weather, equipment and application of workforce
are considered as students “step into the Captain’s Boots” to examine
the challenges and responsibilities of being in
command of a fishing schooner. Human and
societal factors of personnel management,
community dynamics, health and safety are looked at as
students discover the Captain’s role as leader of a microcommunity and socio-economic unit.
Station B - in the galley (the ship’s kitchen) - students step into the workplace of the
ship’s Cook to discover the challenges of provisioning, preparing, cooking, serving meals for a
Banks fishing crew on a ten week voyage. Calculations of quantity, considerations of storage
capacity and capability, the characteristics of certain types of foods will be discussed. An
important subject for reflection will be the technology of a galley at different points over the
last century. This is a prime location to discuss the subject of proximity on board a ship;
galley, dining area and crew’s quarters are one contiguous space, which also includes a
companionway (ladder/stairway) to the deck, the foremast and a major portion of the available
storage spaces for food and other supplies necessary to the crew members.
Station C - on deck in a fishing dory - students discover and handle the gear of the
Fisherman, look at the realities of the Fisherman’s work schedule, the magnitude of the tasks,
the pay and the social structure of life on the schooner. The Fisherman was also expected to
be a qualified deckhand, knowledgeable about the ship and responsible for the proper
operation of the vessel as the master of a multitude of crucial skills.
continued
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Station D - in the Captain’s cabin - students see the Captain as a decision
maker in a medical emergency, having to function as a doctor and a councilor.
The cabin itself becomes an emergency room and infirmary. The situation of
injury and treatment, the implications of responsibility and care giving become
the focus of this station. In the activity a student takes the role of an injured
fisherman. Comparative medical technologies (shipboard vs. shoreside; 1890’s vs.
1990’s), communications technology and rescue techniques, procedure and
equipment all can be included in this station.
Station E - on the forward deck at the anchor windlass (a huge machine
used to raise the cast-iron anchor) or hauling away on a halyard to raise the
Jumbo sail - students put themselves in the place of the Cook who is now a
deckhand. Often during a fishing cruise the entire crew of fisherrnen would be out
in the dories, leaving the Captain and the Cook alone aboard the ship. The
physics, design and operation of the windlass and other pieces of equipment such
as block and tackles on the foredeck will be the focus of the station, but all
within the context of just how two people alone would be able to reposition the
ship on the crowded fishing banks if need be.
Station F - down in the fishold (storage area amidships) - students
examine the subject of fish, from the point of view of both fish and Fisherman.
What are the fishing banks? What fish live there? What else lives there? How
many ways have people caught fish in the past? How do they do it now? How
many fish can one person catch? What if you catch too many? Here a variety of
activities and methods will engage students in finding answers, all the while
surrounded by the Effie M. Morrissey (now Ernestina) where New England
Fishermen caught, cleaned, salted and delivered to market over 580,000 pounds
of cod and haddock during her first two voyages in 1894!
Comparing Station Information and Activity (post-visit)- Students view the
life of the Captain, the Cook and the Fisherman, but from different
perspectives. This can be done back in the classroom as a large group discussion
guided by the teacher, it can be done in small group activity or even in pairs.
Comparison and reflection will offer the students a more complete picture of life
on board the working fishing vessel and may lead to expanded discussion and
consideration of other topics. z
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Day of Visit
AT THE NEW BEDFORD
WHALING MUSEUM

For more than one hundred and fifty years, the
people of New Bedford were involved in an industry that
provided an oil product that at that time could best be
harvested from whales. Oil and spermaceti wax from
sperm whales was used for oil lamps and candles. Oil
from baleen whales was used for household purposes,
as well as, for street lighting and industrial uses.
The whaling industry that supplied the oil employed
people both at sea and on land. During the course of a whaling voyage, men in
their pursuit of the whale, learned unique jobs that required specific tools.
People working in the shore trades and businesses, such as, ship and whaleboat
builders, coopers, rope makers, sail makers, blacksmiths, candlemakers, oil
refiners, and many other occupations, all used tools and specialized equipment
that assisted them in their work.
During the New Bedford Whaling Museum portion of Working on
the Water, students will gain an increased awareness of how a System is a
set of parts that work together to accomplish a goal. The interdependent
relationship between People, Jobs, and Tools within a System is
explored.
Working in small groups, with a Discovery Guide, students will visit three
sites within the Museum to further develop their understanding of how a
System works.
Station I - the fully outfitted whaleboat is an example of the
importance of specific tool design and its contribution to the success of the
Whaling System’s goal
Station II - the Lagoda provides the students with an opportunity to
discover a whaleship as a tool chest filled with the people, jobs and tools
needed to attain the goal of a whaling voyage.
Station III - the people needed to do the jobs, to use the tools that
were part of the Whaling System is presented through a replica of a Help
Wanted section from a 1800’s New Bedford newspaper.
The New Bedford Whaling Museum is a resource for learning. We hope that
this experience will be one of many visits. z
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Vocabulary
Abeam The wind is abeam when it is blowing directly on the windward side of a vessel.
Aboard (1) To go aboard a vessel. (2) To row
alongside in a dory.
About To change the vessels course from one tack
on the wind to another.
Advance Money allowed to whalemen before
starting a voyage, for the purchase of outfits. An advance was charged against subsequent earnings.
Aft An adverb indicating direction or position near
or toward the stern of a vessel.
Agent The managing owner of a whaleship.
Aloft Up in the rigging, above decks. On the
masthead, the lookout is aloft watching for a school of
fish (or a pod of whales).
Ambergris An inflammable fatty substance
sometimes found in the intestines of sperm whales, used
in the preparation of perfumes.
Anchor A fishermans anchor is designed to hold on well; fishing vessels carry three sizes: sheet anchor, best bower, and a spare anchor. Anchors aweigh, when it is clear of the bottom as the cable (or chain) is hove
in (pulled aboard the vessel) while getting the vessel underway (moving). An anchor watch is kept when a vessel is riding
at anchor on the fishing Banks.
Articles of agreement Contract between shipowners and crew.
It detailed a code of conduct, disciplinary measures and penalties, entitlements to pay, rations, leave and living space aboard.
Astern The vessel in the rear; behind another. When the seine-boat or dories are made fast (tied on) astern of the
schooner.
Bait The bait used on fishing vessels consists of salted clams, menhaden (porgies), fresh mackerel, herring, squid,
capelin and Bank clams. Baiting up - the crew cutting bait and baiting the hooks on their trawl lines.
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Baleen Comblike plates hanging from the upper jaw of many large whales, used to strain
small prey from seawater. Baleen is also called whalebone.
Ballast Pig iron, sand, or other weighty items used to stabilize a ship.
Barrel A barrel existed aboard a whaleship only as a unit of measurement for oil: 31H U.S.
gallons. Oil was carried in casks.
Below To go down below decks to a cabin, the forecastle (focasle) or the vessels hold.
Berth (1) The bunks in cabin and forecastle where men sleep. (2) Three feet of space along
the rail where men stand to fish with hand-lines. (3) Making a berth - changing position of the
vessel to new fishing grounds. (4) A good berth (trawling) allows two miles between vessels.
When hand-line dory fishing - one mile to the nearest vessel.
Blacksmith A person who works, repairs and shapes iron with a forge, anvil and hammer;
a man who shoes horses.
Blanket piece One of the large pieces of blubber, from 12 to 15 feet long and 5 to 6 feet
wide, cut from the whale in the initial cutting-in process.
Block and tackle A combination of line and two or more large
pulleys used for lifting or difficult-to-move objects.
Blow Cloud of moisture-laden air exhaled by whales (also known as spout), may be used to
describe the act of breathing..
Blowhole Nostril(s) on the top of the head of a whale.
Blubber A thick layer of fat between the skin and the muscle of a whale from which oil is
obtained.
Boatbuilder A person who builds the small whaleboats lowered to hunt whales.
Boatheader The officer in charge of a whaleboat. The boatheader steered the boat to the
whale. After the boatsteerer (harpooner) fastened to the whale, he changed places with the boatheader
whose duty it was to kill the whale.
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Boatsteerer The harpooner (a term seldom, if ever, used by whalemen). The boatsteerer
manned the first oar and struck the whale. After fastening to the whale, he changed places with the
boatheader and steered the craft while the boatheader killed the whale.
Boiling Trying out the blubber. Pieces of blubber were placed in pots set in a brick oven on deck.
A fire was lit beneath the pots and the fat melted from the blubber's connective tissue.
Bow The front or forward part of a ship or boat.
Bowhead whale (Balaena mysticetus) The object of the Arctic fisheries. The
whale that carried more oil and longer plates of baleen than any other whalebone whale. So named because of the great arc of its
rostrum. Also called in the eastern Arctic, the Greenland whale and the Arctic right whale; and in the
western Arctic, the steeple top, polar whale, and
Royss whale.
Cask A barrel-like container made in different sizes and used on ships to store supplies and cargo
such as whale oil.
Caulk To fill spaces between planks on a wooden ship or boat with oakum (old rope picked apart)
to prevent water leakage.
Caulker A person who caulks boats, ships, etc.
Chart Charts are to the water and coasts what maps are to the land. They show landmarks, contours of the lands, the depths of water, shoals and reefs, aids to navigation and information concerning
tides and currents, etc..
Clipper A ship design developed and perfected by New England naval architects (designers) and
shipwrights (builders) during the nineteenth century (1800s).
Cod One of the principal species of fish caught on the fishing Banks.
Cooper A person whose work is making or repairing barrels and casks.
Cordage Line or rope of various types and sizes.
Course The direction in which a ship is sailed in making her way from point to point.
Craft Whaling craft included weapons of attack: the harpoon, lance and long-handled cutting
spade.
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Craft Whaling craft included weapons of attack: the harpoon, lance and long-handled cuttingspade.
Cut in, to The process of removing the blubber and whalebone from a whale.
Cutting spade A wide, flat, long-handled chisel-shaped implement used on the cutting-stage to
cut blubber off the carcass of a whale.
Dart, to The iron was darted, hove, pitched, or tossed--but never thrown.
Dory Individual fishing boats used by fishermen on the fishing Banks. Flat-bottomed with removable plank seats, these boats can be stacked together or nested on the deck of the schooner.
Dressing-down Cleaning and preparing the fish for storage in the vessels hold. The crew
worked hard at dressing down a deck of fish.
Duck A very durable, closely woven, heavy cotton or linen fabric.
Duff A mixture of flour, yeast, raisins, and lard that was served as a pleasant change from salt
horse.
Fathom A fathom is six feet long. Ocean depths are often expressed in fathoms and all ropes
and lines are roughly measured in fathoms by simply pulling out the rope the length of a mans armspan.
Fitting-out Gathering resources, assembling equipment and gear to ready a vessel and her crew
for a trip on the fishing Banks. The term can be applied to a vessel or to personnel.
Flue The barb of a whaling iron.
Flukes The whales tail.
Forecastle (fo'c'sle) The forwardmost part of the ship. Or, the crews living quarters in
the forward part of the ship. Pronounced foksl.
Foremast hands The ships crew distinct from the officers.
Furl To gather and roll up a sail on the boom and fasten it with stops (small pieces of rope).
Galley A ships kitchen.
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Gallie or Gally To startle or frighten a whale.
Gang While hand-line dory-fishing on the Bank, the crew are equally divided in two gangs: the starboard-gang and the
port-gang. The skipper always eats with the starboard-gang; his seat is on the starboard-locker at the foot of the table
near the gangway.
Gangway The entrance to the forecastle and the cabin.
Gear A general term for all running-rigging and fishing equipment. Trawl-men go out in their dories to haul (pull
in from the ocean) their gear (fishing lines with hooks and buoys). When in port they overhaul (repair) their gear.
Georges Bank A famous fishing ground due east of the New England coast, south of Nova Scotia.
Georges man A vessel whose crew fish with hand-lines for cod and halibut, from deck, on Georges Bank.
Ground (1) To run a vessel aground; to strike bottom. (2) The fishing ground; the area where schools of fish are
found in great numbers.
Hand (1) A fisherman, one of the crew, an old hand. (2) To give a hand and furl the sail. (3) A new hand - a
man recently shipped on a vessel. (4) A greenhand - a man on his first trip.
Handliner A cod fishing vessel whose crew fish from dories with the hand-line on a salt trip.
Harpoon A spear-like instrument with a barbed head used for fastening onto whales or large fish to capture
them.
Hatch An opening in the deck allowing access to a vessels interior.
Haul (1) To pull on a line; as in hauling up the sail. (2) The catch of a fishing voyage; it was a large haul of
mackerel with the purse seine. (3) To haul out is to put the vessel on dry land for cleaning or repairs to
the hull.
Heave To lift or move something - we were told to heave the anchor.
Helm The point of control for a vessels rudder - a wheel, sometimes a tiller; the position of control - the son took
over the helm from his father and did a good job managing the crew.
High-line (1) The vessel that makes the largest stock (catches the most fish) during the season. (2) The skipper
who lands the most fish during the season. (3) The man who catches the most fish during a trip.
Hold A large compartment below deck used for storing cargo or provisions.
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Hull The body of a ship exclusive of masts, yards, sails, rigging, and deckhouses.
Humpback (Megaptera novaengliae) A whale usually
disdained by the Arctic whalemen because of its speed, small amount of
blubber, and useless baleen. Humpback blubber had no resiliency and hence the blubber hooks tended to tear right
through it. Humpbacks also usually sank after death.
Iron The name applied to the harpoon. Whalemen rarely, if ever, referred to the iron as a harpoon. Iron meant
not only the iron barb and foreshaft but also the entire instrument, including the shaft and iron strap.
Knot A nautical mile is 6,082 feet in length. A knot is a measure of speed equal to a nautical mile per hour.
Lance The instrument used for killing whales. About 11 feet long, it consisted of a wood shaft, a palmate blade
at the end of a 6-foot metal shaft, and a lance warp.
Lay The whalemans or fishermans share of the profits of a voyage.
Leeward The side opposite the wind - the dory was protected from the breeze as long as we kept it leeward (on
the lee side) of the schooner.
Line Rope.
Logbook The official record of a voyage.
Manifest A document necessary when entering or clearing a ship at the custom house. It contains ships name,
port of registry, registered tonnage, masters name, information concerning marks and numbers on cargo packages--in
fact, full particulars of ship, voyage, crew, passengers, and cargo.
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Mariner A sailor; a seaman.
Mate A ships officer.
Oakum Fibers of tarred hemp used for caulking seams.
Painter A length of rope attached to a small boat for towing and tethering purposes. A fishing dory has a
painter three fathoms long.
Port The left side of a ship when facing forward; or, a harbor.
Rigging Line, wire, chain, etc., used to support a ships masts and handle the sails.
Right whale (Eubalaena glacialis) A whale similar in many respects to the bowhead, it is
easily differentiated by the large barnaclelike callosity on its nib. It is found in the temperate waters of the Atlantic and
Pacific.
Sailmaker A person who makes shaped sheets of canvas for sailing vessels.
Salt Horse The common name aboard ship for salted beef.
Schooner A New England fishing schooner has two masts, booms, and gaffs, rigged with fore and aft sails.
Seine A net - the purse-seine - is cast like a circular curtain from a smaller boat around a school of fish; then the
bottom is drawn together like a purse or pouch, trapping the fish.
Sheathing An exterior covering, either wood or metal, on the underwater part of a ships hull, to protect against
marine growths or damage.
Shipsmith A blacksmith who makes iron things for a ship.
Ships papers Documents required to be held in a vessel as a manifest of her ownership and of her compliance
with legal requirements. They include the Certificate of Registry, license, log book, ships articles, bills of lading and so
on.
Shipwright A person whose work is building ships.
Shooks Barrel staves. They were sent out numbered and knocked down in casks for ease of stowage.
Slop chest The ships store, which sold clothes, knives, tobacco, and other items.
Sperm whale (Physeter catodon) The largest of the toothed whales, rarely taken north of the
Aleutians by American whalemen.
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Spermaceti A fatty substance contained in oil of a sperm whale; it is used in preparing candles
and cosmetics.
Starboard The right side of a vessel when facing forward.
Staves Long, narrow curved pieces of wood which make up the side of a cask.
Stern The aftermost part (back) of a ship.
Trip This word can mean a voyage or the results (the fish) of a voyage as in: we sold the trip for a
good price in Gloucester. (1) A full trip - vessel loaded with a full fare of fish. (2) A round trip - from
time of leaving port until time of return. (3) A broken trip - when a vessel returns with only a few fish.
Try out, to To render oil from blubber.
Trypot An iron cauldron set over a fire box for trying out blubber.
Tryworks A brick oven, usually set aft of the foremast, in which pots were set for trying the oil
from blubber.
Tug [boat] An engine-driven boat (not a sailboat) only used to pull or push other boats or barges
from one place to another.
Underway A vessel with sails set. To get underway - to hoist sails and heave the anchor.
Watch A portion of the ships company on duty at a given time to run the ship.
Whaleboat A small open boat, from 28 to 30 feet long, used for chasing whales.
Whalebone Baleen.
Whale oil The oil from baleen whales, distinct from the more highly prized sperm oil.
Windward Direction from which the wind blows.
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